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How To Sit
(or not sit)

on a meditation cushion
simple seated pose

kneeling, cushion between legs

take-it-easy pose

restorative butterfly pose

Just like there’s no one “right” way to meditate, there’s no 
one “right” way to sit or lay or be or anything during 

meditation. Making space for meditation in your day is more 
important than if you can fold your legs like a pretzel or if you 

can even get yourself on to or up from the floor today. 

There is a posture for everyone….. 

For all seated postures, sit on the edge of your cushion. Cross 
your legs any way you’d like, make sure your hips are elevated 
above the knees, and allow the pelvis to tilt forward to allow 

for a natural curve of the spine. Tilt your chin slightly 
downward, allowing the spine to stay long and preventing 

your neck from getting too tired.
 Breathe and enjoy!

full lotus pose

half lotus posecushion on knees for grounding
       for anxiety + trauma

seated in chair

restorative heart-opening
stretch

restorative cushion 
under knees

child’s pose

feet up the wall

                  inhale                        exhale
                            let go
                                         center     
                    relax                             
embody  
                           release             enjoy
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR ZINE

Fold the page down 
the middle and cut along
the cut line in towards
the center, cutting half 
way into the page, 
perpendicular to the fold.
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Fold the page longways
and push the paper in
towards the central 
opening, allowing 
pages to form. 

Bring newly formed pages
around to the front, 
creating a little book. 
Make sure the front 
and back cover are facing
out. 
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Voila! A zine to help
you make space in your 
day to look inward often!
Enjoy! 

fold lines

cut line

Pre-fold along all fold 
lines to make the next 
step a breeze...
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